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Abstract
Topological interference management (TIM) can obtain degrees of freedom (DoF) gains with no
channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT) except topological information of network in the
interference channel. It was shown that TIM achieves the optimal symmetric DoF when internal conflict
does not exist among messages [6]. However, it is difficult to assure whether a specific topology can
achieve the optimal DoF without scrutinizing internal conflict, which requires lots of works. Also, it
is hard to design a specific optimal topology directly from the conventional condition for the optimal
DoF. With these problems in mind, we propose a method to derive maximal topology directly in TIM,
named as alliance construction in K-user interference channel. That is, it is proved that a topology is
maximal if and only if it is derived from alliance construction. We translate a topology design by alliance
construction in message graph into topology matrix and propose conditions for maximal topology matrix
(MTM). Moreover, we propose a generalized alliance construction that derives a topology achieving
DoF 1/n for n ≥ 3 by generalizing sub-alliances. A topology matrix can also be used to analyze
maximality of topology with DoF 1/n.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been many remarkable advances in the wireless networks with interference
and the most astonishing breakthrough is the idea of interference alignment (IA) [1]. IA is a
scheme to design signals in such a way that interference signals can be overlapped and separated
from desired signal at each receiver so that each receiver can recover its desired message with
gains of degrees of freedom (DoF). IA made a boom to research interference channel and many
related studies based on IA have been done. The initial researches on the IA mainly depend on
the perfect and instantaneous channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT) [2], [3].
However, perfect CSIT assumption is not practical and challenging, because perfect CSIT is
rarely available to transmitter. Also, when the number of users is large or the channel changes
rapidly, the burden of CSIT becomes large. Considering the difficulty of perfect CSIT, researchers
have embarked on exploring settings with relaxed CSIT assumptions. It is shown that the setting
with delayed CSIT and reconfigurable antenna can achieve the optimal symmetric DoF, which is
the same as perfect CSIT assumption model [4]. If the fading channels of different users follow
some structured patterns, then blind IA could improve DoF beyond the absolutely no CSIT case
[5].
Nevertheless, most of the studies are based on the theoretical insights, which remain fragile
so far to be applied to practice directly. Also, these traditional interference management schemes
based on IA always consider all interference links regardless of their strength, which results in
unnecessary waste on resources such as time and antennas. As the strength of interference rapidly
decays with distance due to shadowing, blocking, an path loss, interference from some sources
is necessarily weaker than others, which is enough to be ignored. There are more opportunities
in terms of DoF and resources by utilizing the characteristic of partial connectivity in actual
channels.
With the more practical assumptions of interference channel escaped from the pessimistic view
and relaxation for heavy CSIT assumptions, interference management with no channel state
information except the knowledge of the connectivity at the transmitters has been suggested
under the name of the ”topological interference management (TIM)”[6]. Jafar suggested that
index coding problem could be applied to TIM problem only with linear solutions and translated
the index coding problem into TIM problem in a way of analyzing DoF gains [6]. It has been
shown that under the topology satisfying certain conditions, TIM can obtain gains in terms of
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DoF and further achieve one half DoF per user, which is optimal for an interference channel
with perfect CSIT. And it can be achieved with only topological information.
Inspired by the new framework of topological interference management that has a merit of
tremendous reduction of CSIT, there have been a lot of follow-up researches in line with various
assumptions such as channel, antenna, cellular network, transmit cooperation, and message pass-
ing. Fast fading channel [7] and alternating connectivity [8] are also considered and fundamental
limits on multiple antennas in the TIM setting is derived [9]. Furthermore, TIM is studied in the
downlink cellular network with hexagonal structure [10] and more gains of DoF is achievable
with the help of message passing in uplink cellular network [11].
Unlike above follow-up studies of TIM, we further develop the research in [6] in more practical
sense rather than changing assumptions or putting some schemes which help to enhance DoF.
Since the study on TIM in [6] is based on index coding problems which mainly focus on
relationship among messages, it is hard to design a specific optimal topology directly from
the optimal DoF conditions in TIM, which are not suitable for dealing with actual network
topologies. For this problem, we raise a question, ”Is it possible to find and derive all topologies
achieving the optimal symmetric DoF in TIM?” This is the motivation of our research. In order
to avoid finding unnecessary topologies, which are sub-topologies of other topologies, we focus
on finding only maximal topology with the optimal DoF 1/2, where any interference link cannot
be added without breaking the optimality.
In this paper, we reinterpret the previous conditions of messages for the optimal DoF into more
understandable conditions of messages by introducing the subset of messages with constraints,
called alliance and propose how to construct a maximal topology. With aid of the alliance
construction, all maximal topologies can be derived. Meanwhile, there is still unsolved question,
”How can we determine whether certain topology is maximal or not?” In this paper, we answer
these questions with the alliance construction and analysis of topology in matrix perspective.
More specifically, our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose the alliance construction which derives maximal topology by stipulating several
conditions for constructing alliances. It is proved that a topology is maximal if and only if it
is derived from the alliance construction. Properties of alliance construction are introduced
such as the maximum number of alliances to be constructed for the given number of
messages K and the partitioning method of messages into sub-alliances.
• Message relationship based on alliance construction is translated into topology matrix in
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TIM. Permutation of the topology matrix is used to demonstrate the characteristics of the
alliances easily in the topology matrix. The conditions for maximal topology matrix (MTM)
are characterized and the discriminant of topology matrix for maximality and transformation
of non-MTM into MTM are proposed.
• Alliance construction is generalized by introducing generalized sub-alliances, which extends
the range of DoF values of maximal topology from alliance construction. The conditions
for MTM with DoF 1/n, the discriminant and, transformation of non-MTM into MTM with
DoF 1/n are also proposed
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model and
definitions for TIM. The main results of this paper, that is, alliance construction for maximal
topology with optimal DoF 1/2 is proposed in Section III. The topology analysis in matrix
perspective is discussed in Section IV. The generalized alliance construction and the maximal
topology with DoF 1/n are proposed in Section V and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, some notations are defined as follows. A, A, and A represent a variable,
a matrix, and a set, respectively. |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A and aij is the (i, j)-th
entry of the matrix A. Let K = {1, 2, · · · , K}. 1 and 0 represent all-one and all-zero vectors,
respectively.
A. Channel Model
We consider the TIM setting [6] in a partially connected K-user interference channel, where
K transmitters want to send K independent messages to K receivers equipped with a single
antenna. Then, the received signal at the receiver i through partially connected channel at time
instant t is represented as
Yi(t) =
∑
j∈Si
hij(t)Xj(t) + Zi(t), i ∈ K, (1)
where Xj(t) is the transmitted signal with the average power constraint E[X2j(t)] ≤ P , Zi(t) is
the Gaussian noise with zero-mean and unit variance, hij(t) is the channel coefficient between
transmitter j and receiver i, and Si represents a set of the indices of transmitters that are connected
to receiver i. The network topology is denoted by T , which is directed bipartite graph with
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transmitters and receivers at each side, and with edges from transmitters to receivers only when
they are connected.
Similar to TIM researches in [6]-[11], the following channel state information (CSI) is as-
sumed:
(i) The channel coefficients are assumed to be fixed throughout the duration of communication
such that hij(t) = hij and thus the network topology T is also assumed to be fixed.
(ii) The channel coefficients hij for all i, j are unavailable at the transmitters, but the network
topology T is known to all transmitters and receivers.
(iii) The channel state information at the receiver (CSIR) includes only the information of the
desired channel coefficient hii at each receiver.
B. Problem Statement
In this paper, we use some definitions for the TIM problem in [6]. For the theorem for optimal
DoF in TIM, the definitions of alignment graph, conflict graph, alignment set, and internal conflict
are given as follows.
Definition 1 (Alignment graph): It is called an alignment graph if messages Wi and Wj in the
graph are connected with solid black edge whenever the source(s) of both these messages are
heard by a receiver that desires message Wk, k 6= i and k 6= j.
Definition 2 (Conflict graph): It is called a conflict graph if each message Wi is connected by
a dashed red edge to all other messages whose sources are heard by a destination that desires
message Wi.
Definition 3 (Alignment set): Each connected component of an alignment graph is called an
alignment set.
Definition 4 (Internal conflict): If two messages that belong to the same alignment set have a
conflict edge between them, it is called an internal conflict.
Definition 5 (Maximal topology): A topology is maximal if there is no internal conflict in the
alignment set(s) and any interference link cannot be added without occurring internal conflict.
The maximal topology for K-user interference channel is denoted as T MK .
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Definition 6 (Topology matrix): A topology matrix for K-user interference channel, TK =
[tij]K×K is defined as tij = 1, if there is a link between transmitter j and receiver i, and tij = 0,
otherwise.
In this paper, we use the strategy for DoF using linear beamforming scheme in [6] and set
the DoF as our main performance criterion.
Definition 7 (Degrees of freedom): The DoF or multiplexing gain d of the channel is defined
as
d = lim
SNR→∞
R(SNR)
log(SNR)
,
where R(SNR) is an achievable rate at the SNR.
III. ALLIANCE CONSTRUCTION AND MAXIMAL TOPOLOGY
In this section, we propose our main results, alliance construction and maximal topology set
derived from alliance construction in TIM. The optimal DoF conditions in TIM are already pro-
posed in [6]. However, since they are focused on the message relationship rather than transceivers
or topology of interference channel, it is not easy to check whether a given interference channel
achieves the optimal symmetric DoF or not without drawing alignment and conflict graphs
and investigating the existence of internal conflict, which requires lots of works. In other words,
Theorem 1 in [6] does not directly produce a topology that achieves the optimal DoF. This is the
beginning of our study and one of our main contributions is to derive all topologies achieving
optimal symmetric DoF by combining and reinterpreting the alignment set and the internal
conflict into a single concept, called alliance. To this end, we define a maximal topology in the
previous section. We only consider maximal topology because any non-maximal topology is sub-
topology of maximal topology. Once alliances are constructed for all messages, the relationship
among messages is determined naturally, which derives a maximal topology.
In Subsection II.A, we propose alliance construction and in Subsection II.B, a linear beam-
forming scheme for messages in each alliance is proposed, which shows how it achieves the
optimal symmetric DoF in TIM. In Subsection II.C, we derive the maximum number of alliances
for the given number of messages K and the partitioning method of messages into sub-alliances.
In Subsection II.D, the discriminant of maximal topology is proposed using alliance construction
and the transformation of non-maximal topology into maximal one is also proposed.
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A. Alliance Construction
In the alignment graph and conflict graph, each message implicitly represents a pair of trans-
mitter and receiver which sends and wants it, where DoF is analyzed based on the relationship
of messages rather than the network topology. In general, it is difficult to derive the optimal
topology in terms of DoF from the message-oriented graph. Theorem 4 in [6] tells that the
topology can achieve the optimal symmetric DoF in TIM if and only if its alignment sets do
not have any internal conflict. Since we only focus on the maximal topology, it is better to
consider topology in terms of the alignment set with no internal conflict rather than messages
themselves. However, it is not enough to derive maximal topology because maximal topology
has not only the optimal DoF but also maximality of interference links with maintaining the
optimality. Thus, the alignment set with constraints is needed, that is, deconflicting of messages
within the alignment sets and satisfying maximality of topology. In order to propose how to
design a maximal topology in TIM, we introduce alliance of messages as follows.
Definition 8 (Alliance): An alliance is a partition set of whole messages in the message graph
of TIM satisfying the following conditions.
(i) (Deconflict) All messages in the set deconflict each other.
(ii) (Cooperative conflict) All messages in the set conflict with each message in a subset of
other messages.
According to the above definition, there are two conditions for messages in alliance. The
first condition is the deconflict among messages in alliance, which prevents internal conflict in
alignment sets. The second condition means that if a single message Wi in alliance conflicts with
message Wk in other alliances, then the other messages in the same alliance must conflict with
Wk. Thus, all messages in alliance are fully connected by alignment edges. The cooperative
conflict makes the topology include as many interference links as possible without changing
message relationship, that is, it is necessary condition for a maximal topology.
Lemma 1 (Cooperative conflict): If a topology is maximal, all messages in alignment set conflict
with each message in a subset of other messages.
Proof. Suppose that the messages in an alignment set do not satisfy cooperative conflict, that is,
messages in a subset of the alignment set conflicts with Wk. Consider the possible relationship
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(a) Alliance (b) Alignment set
Fig. 1: The differences between alliance and alignment set.
of the remaining messages in the alignment set and Wk without occurring internal conflict. Due
to internal conflict, the remaining messages and Wk can be connected not with alignment edges
but with conflict edges. Since the messages in the subset and the remaining messages are already
in the same alignment set, connecting the remaining messages and Wk with conflict edges does
not change the message relationship. Thus, the topology is not maximal and we prove it.
The cooperative conflict of alliance is summarized as in the following sentence. ”The enemy
of my friends (messages in the alliance) is also my enemy.”
We describe difference between alliance and alignment set in Fig. 1. The alignment set can
have internal conflict in the set and all messages in the set do not have to conflict with each
of other messages. On the contrary, messages in alliance follow the deconflict of messages in
alliance, which prevents internal conflict, and the cooperative conflict, which follows conditions
for maximality of topology. That is, alliance is an alignment set that satisfies the cooperative
conflict with no internal conflict. It is more suitable to analyze a maximal topology by the alliance
than the alignment set. However, the alliance itself is not enough for deriving network topology.
The alliance is just a subset of messages, which determines relationship of messages in the
alliance and its conflicting messages. Now, it is needed to establish inter-alliance relationship
in order to complete relationship of whole messages in the message graph, which is called
construction of alliances. Here, we need some definitions.
Definition 9 (Hostility and mutual hostility): Let Ai represent the ith alliance in the message
graph. Ai is said to be hostile to Aj if and only if all messages in Ai conflict with all messages
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in Aj , denoted by
Ai → Aj. (2)
Also, Ai and Aj are said to be mutually hostile if and only if all messages in Ai conflict with
all messages in Aj and vice versa, denoted by
Ai ⇐⇒ Aj. (3)
The possible number of alliances is limited to two if we assume mutual hostility of all alliances
as in the following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Mutual hostility): If all alliances are mutually hostile, there exist only two alliances.
Proof. Suppose that there are three alliances A1, A2, and A3 with mutual hostility. Due to the
mutual hostility of all alliances, A1 and A2 are hostile to A3. This is contradiction that A1 and
A2 should be combined into a single alliance by cooperative conflict, but cannot be combined
due to hostility between them. Similarly, more than three alliances cannot exist with the mutual
hostility of all alliances. Therefore, there exist only two alliances if all alliances are mutually
hostile.
The mutual hostility can be related to maximality of topology.
Theorem 1 (2-alliance construction): Suppose that there exist two alliances A1 and A2 in the
message graph of K-user interference channel. A topology derived from 2-alliance construction
is maximal if and only if A1 and A2 are mutually hostile
A1 ⇐⇒ A2. (4)
The achievable symmetric DoF of the topology from 2-alliance is optimal as
dsym =
1
2
. (5)
Proof. (Necessary) Assume that A1 and A2 are not mutually hostile, that is, all messages in A1
conflict with some messages in A2 or all messages in A2 conflict with some messages in A1.
Then, we can add conflict edges between messages in A1 and A2 without occurring the internal
conflict and thus it is not maximal. (Sufficient) From Lemma 2, there are only two alliances if
all alliances are mutually hostile. Then all messages in A1 are fully conflict with all messages
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(a) A maximal topology (b) Alignment-conflict graph
of (a)
(c) Another maximal
topology
(d) Alignment-conflict graph
of (c)
Fig. 2: Two maximal topologies for 4-user interference channel and related graphs.
in A2 and vice versa. Also, it is not possible to add any conflict edges among messages in the
same alliance due to the deconflict of messages in alliance. Thus the topology is maximal.
We omit the proof of DoF achievability because it has already shown in [6] for the alignment
graph and conflict graph and the achievable scheme is proposed in the following subsection.
Example 1: In Fig. 2, there are two maximal topologies for 4-user interference channel. They
are maximal topologies derived from 2-alliance construction. The solid black edges indicate
that two messages are connected as alignment edge and belong to the same alliance (alignment
set). The dashed red edges show conflict between them. In Fig. 2 (a), there are two alliances,
A1 = {W1,W2} and A2 = {W3,W4}. The interference channel in Fig. 2 (c) is another maximal
topology, where A1 = {W1,W2,W3} and A2 = {W4}.
The two topologies in Example 1 are all possible maximal topologies derived from 2-alliance
construction for 4-user interference channel if we do not take into account the indices of
messages. However, there are other maximal topologies which are generated from other than
2-alliance construction. The natural question is, ”Is there other way to satisfy maximality with
giving up mutual hostility of all alliances?” The alliance construction can be generalized by
setting hostility of alliances in a more general way. The key idea is to construct alliances, where
each subset of messages in the alliance are interfered separately from all messages of each
alliance. To this end, some definitions are needed as follows.
Definition 10 (Sub-alliance): Let Ai and Aj be alliances. Ai,j and Ai,k are partition sets of Ai,
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Ai,j ∩Ai,k = ∅ for distinct i, j, and k and
⋃
j 6=iAi,j = Ai. Then Ai,j represents sub-alliance of
Ai, where all messages in Aj conflict with each message in Ai,j .
Definition 11 (Partial hostility): Aj is said to be partially hostile to Ai if all messages in Aj
only conflict with each message in Ai,j of Ai, denoted as
Aj ⇀ Ai (6)
identicallyAj → Ai,j. (7)
Definition 12 (Mutually partial hostility): Ai and Aj are said to be mutually partial hostile if
all messages in Ai only conflict with each message in Aj,i of Aj and all messages in Aj only
conflict with each message in Ai,j of Ai, where at least one of Ai,j and Aj,i are non empty sets,
denoted by
Ai 
 Aj (8)
identicallyAi → Aj,i and/or Aj → Ai,j. (9)
Even though one of sub-alliances Ai,j and Aj,i is an empty set, Ai and Aj are also said to
be mutually partial hostile in this paper. That is, Ai 
 Aj includes three cases that only Ai is
partially hostile to Aj or only Aj is partially hostile to Aj or both Ai and Aj are partially hostile
to each other. If there is no hostility between any two alliances, two alliances are combined by
adding conflict edges without internal conflict and N alliances are reduced to N − 1 alliances.
Lemma 3: If sub-alliances Ai,j and Aj,i are all empty sets, the topology is not maximal.
Proof. Since there are no conflict edges between messages in Ai and Aj , two alliances can be
merged into an alliance. If we merge them, the merged alliance should follow the cooperative
conflict of alliance. However, conflict edges between messages in Ak,i and Aj and conflict edges
between messages in Ak,j and Ai can be added for all distinct i, j, and k, which means that the
topology is not maximal.
Using the sub-alliances and the mutually partial hostility, Theorem 1 can be modified into the
following theorem.
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Theorem 2 (N -alliance construction): Suppose that there exist N alliances for K-user inter-
ference channel. A topology derived from N -alliance construction is maximal if and only if any
Ai and Aj are mutually partial hostile, that is,
Ai 
 Aj, for all i, j. (10)
Further, the achievable symmetric DoF is optimal as
dsym =
1
2
. (11)
Proof. (Necessary) Assume that for some i and j, Ai and Aj are not mutually partial hostile,
where there are three cases: i) Ai,j = Aj,i = ∅, ii) Ai,j∩Ai,k 6= ∅, iii) ∪jAi,j 6= Ai. From Lemma
3, we have already proved the case i). For the second case, since messages in Aj and Ak has
common messages to conflict with messages in Ai, messages in Aj and Ak should be combined
into an alignment set. But there exist conflicts between messages in Aj,k and Ak or messages
in Ak,j and Aj , which means that internal conflicts exist and the topology is not maximal. For
the third case, there are at least one messages in Ai, which is not interfered with. Then, some
interference links can be added and thus the topology is not maximal.
(Sufficient) Assume that N alliances are mutually partial hostile. Due to the mutually partial
hostility for all pairs of alliances, there exist conflicts between all messages in Ai and Aj,i and
between all messages in Aj and Ai,j for any distinct i and j. Let us add a conflict edge from
a message We in Ai to Wp in Aj,k for any distinct i, j, and k. Then all messages in Ak,i and
We are connected with alignment edges, which results that all messages in Ai and Ak are tied
as an alignment set. Since Ai and Ak are hostile to each other, there exist internal conflict
in the alignment set Ai ∪ Ak. Thus, internal conflict always occurs by adding a conflict edge
between any two messages and thus the topology is maximal. Similarly, we omit the proof of
DoF achievability.
The following corollary can be stated without proof.
Corollary 1: A topology is maximal if and only if all distinct alignment sets are alliances with
mutually partial hostility.
Let A be a set of alliances given as A = {A1,A2, · · · ,AN}. Here, alliance Ai is partitioned
into sub-alliances Ai,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , j 6= i. Let Asub be a set of sub-alliances given as Asub =
{Ai,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, i 6= j}. Then, the sub-alliance graph is defined as:
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(a) Sub-alliance graph (b) Maximal topology (c) Alignment-conflict graph
Fig. 3: Maximal topology derived from 3-alliance construction for 6-user interference channel.
Definition 13 (Sub-alliance graph): Suppose that there are N alliances. A directed graph G =
(Asub, I) is called a sub-alliance graph, where there exist directed edges from all sub-alliances
in Ai to Aj,i for each pair of i and j.
Proposition 1 (Topology derivation): A maximal topology T MK is derived from sub-alliance
graph as follows:
(i) There exists a direct link between transmitter m and receiver m for each message Wm.
(ii) There exists an interference link between transmitter m whose message belongs to alliance
Ai and receiver n whose message belongs to Aj,i for all distinct i and j.
Example 2: A sub-alliance graph is given in Fig. 3 (a). A maximal topology from Fig. 3 (a)
is given in Fig. 3 (b) and its alignment-conflict graph is given in Fig. 3 (c).
Let A1 = A1,2 ∪ A1,3, whose sub-alliances are A1,2 = {W1} and A1,3 = {W2}, A2 =
A2,1 ∪ A2,3, whose sub-alliances are A2,1 = {W3} and A2,3 = {W4}, and A3 = A3,1 ∪ A3,2,
whose sub-alliances are A3,1 = {W5} and A3,2 = {W6}. Contrary to 2-alliance construction,
messages in each alliance are partially interfered by all messages in each alliance and partitioned
into sub-alliances indicating interferers. There are many ways to construct alliances by changing
the number of alliances and partitioning messages into sub-alliances differently.
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Fig. 4: 3-alliance construction requiring the minimum number of messages.
B. Beamforming Vector Design for Alliance Construction
In this subsection, we design a beamforming vector assigned for messages in each alliance
and show that the linear beamforming scheme with alliance construction achieves the optimal
symmetric DoF in TIM. Suppose that there are N alliances with mutually partial hostility for
K-user interference channel and we use two time extensions for beamforming vectors. Then
N pairwise linearly independent beamforming vectors can be constructed and each of them is
allotted to each alliance. Let Vn be a 2 × 1 beamforming vector for messages in alliance An,
n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. There are no conflict among messages in an alliance and the messages in
An,m are only interfered by all messages in Am. Consider the ith receiver that wants message
Wi, which belongs to sub-alliance An,m after the alliance construction. Then the 2× 1 received
signal vector at receiver i for two time slots is given as
Yi = hiiVnWi +
∑
Wk∈Am
hikVmWk +Zi. (12)
Since Vn and Vm are linearly independent, receiver i can null the aligned interference signals
corresponding to messages in Am and recover Wi. In the same way, every receiver can decode
its desired message by only two time extensions, which means that the network achieves the
optimal symmetric DoF 1/2 in TIM. Alliance construction relates messages in such a way that
every message in each alliance must be interfered by all messages from only one alliance. The
beamforming vectors split each received signal space into two subspaces with desired message
and one directional aligned interference signals for all receivers
C. Maximum Number of Alliances and Partition of Messages into Alliances
In this subsection, we derive the maximum number of alliances for a given number of messages
K for the alliance construction. In fact, we derive the minimum number of messages required to
construct N alliances with mutual partial hostility rather than the maximum number of alliances
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that can be made with K messages. Let aN be the minimum number of messages which can
construct N alliances with mutual partial hostility. It is trivial that a1 = 1 and a2 = 2. When
N = 3, the alliance construction requires the minimum number of messages, K = 3, where
there is only a message in each alliance and hostility between alliances is a tail-ending as in
Fig. 4.
It is clear that when all alliances are connected by only one-way hostility, the alliance
construction requires the minimum number of messages. Every non-empty sub-alliance requires
at least one message. And it is enough to make mutually partial hostility for each pair of
alliances with only one non-empty sub-alliance of them. Assume that N alliances have already
been constructed using the minimum number of messages aN and we want to add a new alliance
AN+1. In this situation, AN+1 should relate hostility with all existing N alliances, which requires
non-empty sub-alliance Ai,N+1 or AN+1,i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and this requires at least N
additional messages. Thus, the recurrence relation is formulated as
aN+1 = aN + N, N ≥ 3 (13)
and thus aN is computed as
aN =
(
N
2
)
, N ≥ 3. (14)
In fact, alliance construction with the minimum number of messages is equivalent to the hand-
shake problem. Using (14), the maximum number of alliances for given K users can be derived
as follows. Let N be the maximum number of alliances for a given number of messages K. The
range of K which can construct alliances up to N is given as(
N
2
)
≤ K <
(
N + 1
2
)
. (15)
It is clear that different alliance constructions are possible for the same number of alliances and
messages because there are many way to partition messages into sub-alliances. The partition of
messages for a given number of alliances N is summarized as follows.
Theorem 3 (Partition of messages): There exist N alliances with mutually partial hostility for
K user interference channel, if the number of messages in sub-alliance satisfies the following
conditions for K ≥ (N
2
)
:
(i)
∑N
j=1,j 6=i |Aj,i| ≥ 1, for all i;
(ii)
∑N
j=1,j 6=i |Ai,j| ≥ 1, for all i;
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(iii) |Ai,j|+ |Aj,i| ≥ 1, for all distinct i and j;
(iv)
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1,j 6=i |Ai,j| = K.
The first inequality constraints that every alliance has at least one common messages to
conflict with. The second one constraints that every alliance has at least one messages. The
third inequality is necessary and sufficient conditions of the mutual hostility between Ai and
Aj . The last one means that every message should belong to a sub-alliance. The condition for
K is required to ensure enough messages for constructing N alliances. We omit the proof of
the theorem.
D. Discriminant and Transformation of Maximal Topology
In this subsection, discriminant of maximal topology is proposed using alliance construction
and the transformation of non-maximal topology into maximal one is also proposed.
Proposition 2 (Discriminant of maximal topology): The maximality of topology is determined
as follows:
(i) Construct all alignment sets (i.e., tentative alliances) for a given topology.
(ii) Investigate messages in each alignment set whether they follow the deconflict and cooper-
ative conflict of alliance or not. If yes, alignment sets become alliances.
(iii) Investigate whether all alliances are pairwise mutually hostile or not, that is, there is no
message which is not interfered and there is no pair of alliances Ai and Aj whose sub-
alliances Ai,j and Aj,i are both empty sets. If yes, the topology is maximal.
We propose how to transform non-maximal topology into maximal topology. Only the topology
whose alignment sets have no internal conflict can be transformed into maximal topology by
adding interference links properly. The reason why we consider disconnected interference links
is that the links treated as disconnected actually exist and degenerate the SINR performance.
And thus, it is desirable to consider more interference links without changing the optimality of
DoF in TIM.
Before transformation, alignment sets (i.e, tentative alliances) are constructed such that each
alignment set follows the deconflict of messages in the set.
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(a) Original topology (b) Maximal topology from (a) (c) Other maximal topology
from (a)
Fig. 5: Transformation of non-maximal topology into maximal topologies for 8-user
interference channel.
Proposition 3 (Transformation of non-maximal topology into maximal topology): Suppose that
all alignment sets have no internal conflict.
(i) Add interference links so that all messages in each alignment set follow cooperative conflict
of alliance, which makes all alignment sets into alliances.
(ii) If there is no hostility between Ai and Aj , there are two ways to transform the topology
as:
a) Merge two alliances into a single one by combining Ak,j and Ak,i for distinct i, j, and
k, where combining Ak,j and Ak,i requires to add conflict edges from all messages in
Ai to each message in Ak,j and from all messages in Aj to each message in Ak,i.
b) If there exist a message Wn ∈ Ai or Wn ∈ Aj whose receiver is not given any
interference, add corresponding conflict edges from all messages in Aj to messages Wn
or from all messages in Ai to messages Wn.
(iii) If there still exists a message in Ai whose receiver is not given any interference, add conflict
edges from all messages in any alliances except Ai to the message.
Example 3: A topology for 8-user interference is given in Fig. 5. There are four provisional
alliances (i.e, alignment sets) with no internal conflict, A1 = {W1,W3,W7} with sub-alliances
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A1,2 = {W1}, A1,3 = {W7}, and A1,4 = {W3}, A2 = {W2,W4} with sub-alliance A2,4 =
{W2}, A3 = {W5,W6} with sub-alliances A3,1 = {W5} and A3,4 = {W6}, and A4 = A4,1 =
{W8}. Since A1 does not follow the cooperative conflict of alliance, the interference link from
transmitter 7 to receiver 8 should be added. Also, there is no hostility between A2 and A3 and
W4 in A2 is not interfered. For this situation, there are two ways to transform the topology into
maximal one. The first one is to merge alliances A2 and A3 and add interference links from
transmitters in an arbitrary alliance to receiver 4. It is also required to add interference links
from transmitters in A2 to receivers in A1,3 and from transmitters in A3 to receivers in A1,2. A
maximal topology is given in Fig. 5 (b). Another way is to make hostility between A2 and A3
by setting A2,3 = {W4}. Other maximal topology is given in Fig. 5 (c). There are many ways
to transform non-maximal topology into maximal topology by adding interference links.
IV. TOPOLOGY MATRIX
In the previous section, the conditions for maximal topology were specified as the relationship
of messages in alliance and relationship among alliances. However, it is hard to determine
maximality of topology in the topology and message graph. In this section, the analysis of
topology in the matrix form is proposed to derive an MTM, determine the maximality of topology
matrix, and transform non-MTM into MTM.
A. Maximal Topology Matrix
In this subsection, the sufficient and necessary conditions of MTM are delivered based on
alliance construction. First, some of definitions related to topology matrix are givne as follows.
Definition 14 (Alliance block and interference block): Suppose that the indices of messages
in each alliance are ordered consecutively as An = {Wi,Wi+1, · · · ,Wi+|An|−1}. A principal
submatrix of T is called an alliance block of An if T satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The principal submatrix corresponding to An is an identity matrix of size |An| × |An|.
(ii) There exist at least one j in T such that tkj = 1 for all k ∈ {i, i+ 1, · · · , i+ |An| − 1} and
Wj /∈ An.
(iii) There does not exist j in T such that tkj = 1 and tlj = 0 for some k, l ∈ {i, i+ 1, · · · , i+
|An| − 1} and Wj /∈ An.
The above |An| × 1 submatrix [tkj] is called an interference block from An.
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(a) Topology (b) Topology matrix
Fig. 6: Topology and its topology matrix for 6-user interference channel.
The first condition corresponds to the deconflict of messages in alliance preventing internal
conflict and the second and third ones are the cooperative conflict of alliance.
Example 4: Fig. 6 shows topology and its topology matrix for 6-user interference channel.
There are three principal submatrices whose sizes are 3 × 3, 2 × 2, and 1 × 1. The 3 × 3 and
1× 1 square matrices are alliance blocks. But 2× 2 one is not due to t5,4 = 1, which represents
internal conflict in alignment set {W4,W5}. There is an interference block from the alliance
block A1 = {W1,W2,W3} at ti,5, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, which represents the cooperative conflict to W5.
Thus the above matrix is not MTM.
It is also required to translate the mutually partial hostility in alliance construction into
topology matrix for MTM.
Corollary 2 (MTM): Suppose that there are N alliance blocks in a topology matrix and
messages in each alliance are ordered consecutively in indices. A topology matrix is MTM
if and only if all alliance blocks satisfy following conditions:
(i) Each column of the alliance blocks has a single interference block.
(ii) There exist interference block(s) between any two alliance blocks.
The first condition ensures that there is no message which is not interfered and every message
is interfered from all messages in an alliance. The second condition ensures that at least one of
sub-alliances Ai,j and Aj,i are not empty-set for any Ai and Aj . In fact, the above two conditions
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(a) Maximal topology (b) Non-maximal topology
Fig. 7: Topology matrices for 9-user interference channel.
correspond to the mutually partial hostility for the alliance construction. Thus we omit the proof
of Corollary 2.
Example 5: In Fig. 7, there are two topology matrices for 9-user interference channel. The
topology matrix in Fig. 7 (a) satisfies all conditions of MTM. On the other hand, the topology
matrix in Fig. 7 (b) is not MTM because there is a message W6 in A2 which has two interference
blocks from A1 = {W1,W2,W3,W4} and A3 = {W8,W9}.
B. Discriminant and Transformation of MTM
In this subsection, we propose the discriminant of MTM in matrix perspective. The interpre-
tation of the discriminant of maximal topology into the topology matrix is needed because the
characteristics of maximal topology are more easily analyzed in topology matrix than sub-alliance
graph. We assume that the messages that belong to the same alliance are ordered consecutively
in indices. However, the indices of messages in a given topology matrix are always not well
sorted and the alliance and interference blocks are not easily discerned. Thus, the permutation
of messages for consecutive ordering of indices for each alliance should precede the analysis of
maximality of topology in matrix perspective.
Definition 15 (Permutation of matrix): Let [A]i↔j represent column and row permutations of
matrix indices that swap the ith row and column with the jth ones, which corresponds to
exchanging indices of two messages Wi and Wj .
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(a) Original matrix (b) Matrix with proper tentative
alliance blocks
(c) Matrix after transformation
Fig. 8: Topology matrices for 5-user interference channel.
Proposition 4 (Discriminant of MTM): The maximality of topology matrix is determined as
follows:
(i) Construct all tentative alliance blocks by permutating matrix indices in a such way that
any ith and jth rows and ith and jth columns are simultaneously ordered consecutively if
ti,k = tj,k = 1.
(ii) Investigate whether all tentative alliance blocks are alliance blocks or not. If not, it is not
MTM.
(iii) If yes, investigate whether all alliance blocks follow two conditions in Corollary 2 or not.
(iv) If yes, it is an MTM.
Example 6: The topology matrix in Fig. 8 represents a 5-user interference channel. However,
if we swap message indices 2 and 3 in both columns and rows, A1 = {W1} and A3 = {W3} can
be combined into a single alliance block because t1,4 = t3,4 = 1. Even though message indices
are reordered, this topology matrix is still not an MTM, because every column in the matrix
does not have one interference block. Thus it is possible to add more interference links while
maintaining the DoF performance. It is not trivial to determine which empty spaces should be
filled with element 1 in the topology matrix. We propose how to make MTM from non-MTM
by filling some empty spaces with element 1 as in the following proposition.
Proposition 5 (Transformation of non-MTM into MTM): First, check whether each principal
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submatrix is an identity matrix or not. If yes, the transformation can be stated as:
(i) Insert element 1 to the topology matrix in a such way that incomplete interference blocks
do not exist.
(ii) If two alliance blocks An and Am do not have any corresponding interference block, there
are two ways to transform the topology matrix as:
a) Merge them by permutating matrix indices in a such way that all indices in An and Am
are rearranged consecutively.
b) If there exist the ith column with no interference block for message Wi ∈ An or Wi ∈ Am,
add corresponding interference block to the ith column of An or Am.
(iii) If there still exists a column with no interference block, add an arbitrary interference block
to the column.
Proposition 5 shows that transformation is not unique for a given topology matrix. There are
many ways to merge provisional alliance blocks into single alliance block. Also for the column
with no interference block, there are many ways to put an arbitrary interference block into the
column.
V. GENERALIZED ALLIANCE CONSTRUCTION
A. Generalized Alliance Construction
Until now, we focus on alliance construction for maximal topology and analyze characteristics
of alliance construction and its topology matrix. But in TIM, it is also possible to achieve DoF
less than 1/2, but it is more difficult to analyze it. In this section, we propose alliance construction
for DoF less than 1/2 by modifying the definition of sub-alliance and derive its topology.
Definition 16 (Generalized sub-alliance): The alliance Ai is partitioned into ni generalized
sub-alliances Ai,Eki , where Eki is the set of indices of alliances whose messages give interference
to all messages in Ai,Eki , ∪
ni
k=1Ai,Eki = Ai and Eki is not a subset of the others but E
k1
i ∩Ek2i 6= ∅.
Definition 17 (Multiple partial hostility): The alliances Ai and Aj are multiple partial hostile
if j ∈ ∪nik=1Eki and/or i ∈ ∪njk=1Ekj .
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Theorem 4 (Generalized symmetric DoF): Suppose that there are alliances with generalized
sub-alliances and multiple partial hostility. Let EM be maxi,k
∣∣Eki ∣∣ in TIM of the interference
channel. The achievable symmetric DoF using the proposed linear beamforming scheme is
dsym =
1
EM + 1
. (16)
Proof. (Achievability) Suppose that there are N alliances with generalized sub-alliances and
multiple partial hostility for K-user interference channel and we use (EM+1) time extensions for
beamforming vectors. It is possible to construct N beamforming vectors allotted to each alliance,
where any EM + 1 vectors in N vectors are linearly independent. Let Vn be an (EM + 1) × 1
beamforming vector for messages inAn, n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. There is no conflict among messages
in each alliance and each message in An,Ekn are interfered by all messages in all alliances Am,
m ∈ Ekn .
Consider the ith receiver that wants message Wi, which belongs to An,Ejn after the alliance
construction. Then the (EM + 1)× 1 received signal vector at receiver i for (EM + 1) time slots
is given as
Yi = hiiVnWi +
∑
m∈Ekn
∑
Wj∈Am
hijVmWj +Zi. (17)
Since there are at most EM alliances with indices in Ekn and any EM + 1 beamforming vectors
are linearly independent, receiver i can null the aligned interference signals and recover Wi. In
the same way, every receiver can decode its desired message by only EM + 1 time extensions,
which means that the interference channel achieves DoF 1/(EM + 1) in TIM.
(Upperbound) According to Theorem 5 in [6], the symmetric DoF in TIM is bounded as
dsym ≤ 1
Ψ
, (18)
where Ψ is the maximum cardinality of an acyclic subset of messages in demand graph. We just
show that the maximum cardinality of an acyclic subset of messages is equal to EM + 1 in the
proposed generalized alliance construction. Consider a message Wp that belongs to a sub-alliance
Ai,Eki , where
∣∣Eki ∣∣ = EM . Then, there is no edge from receiver p to transmitters of messages
that belong to EM alliances with indices in Eki in demand graph. Also, the alliances with indices
in Eki are multiple partial hostility, that is, for any An and Am with indices in Eki , there exist
sub-alliances An,Eαnn and/or Am,Eαmm where m ∈ Eαnn and/or n ∈ Eαmm . Thus, if we choose EM
tuple messages associated with EM alliances with indices in Eki having multiple partial hositliy
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with each other, there is no cycle for Wp and EM messages in demand graph, which means that
Ψ = EM + 1.
The symmetric DoF achieved by linear beamforming scheme is bounded by the maximum
number of interfering alliances for all generalized sub-alliances. Note that the interference
channel can achieve the optimal symmetric DoF when each message of each sub-alliance in
the interference channel are interfered by all messages from a single alliance, that is, EM = 1,
which results in dsym = 1/2.
Corollary 3 (Generalized symmetric DoF): Suppose that there are alliances with generalized
sub-alliances and multiple partial hostility in TIM of the interference channel. The topology
derived from the generalized alliance construction is maximal for DoF 1/(EM +1) if
∣∣Eki ∣∣ = EM
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ k ≤ ni.
Proof. Since
∣∣Eki ∣∣ = EM for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , if we add any interference link into the topology,
maxi,k
∣∣Eki ∣∣ = EM + 1 and the symmetric DoF in TIM, dsym = 1/(EM + 2). Thus, the topology
is maximal for DoF 1/(EM + 1).
B. Topology Matrix for Generalized Alliance Construction
Generalized alliance encompasses interference with not only optimal DoF but also non-optimal
DoF by generalizing sub-alliances and thus it is necessary to redefine MTM because the previous
MTM only considers interference channels achieving the optimal DoF 1/2. A maximal topology
matrix for interference channels achieving symmetric DoF up to 1/n is called MTM for DoF
1/n, n ≥ 3.
The following corollary is the matrix version of Corollary 3.
Corollary 4 (MTM for DoF 1/n): Suppose that there are N alliance blocks in a topology
matrix and messages in each alliance are ordered consecutively in indices. A topology matrix is
MTM for DoF 1/(1 + EM) if all alliance blocks satisfy following conditions:
1) Each column has EM interference blocks from EM alliances.
2) There exist at least one interference blocks between any two alliance blocks.
Example 7: In Fig. 9, there are two topology matrices for 7-user interference channel, which
have been already well permutated. Two matrices have four alliance blocks, respectively and
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(a) Non-MTM (b) MTM
Fig. 9: Topology matrices for 7-user interference channel achieving DoF 1
3
.
both matrices can achieve symmetric DoF 1/3 in TIM, because EM is equal to 2. However,
the topology matrix in Fig. 9 (a) is not MTM because there are lots of rooms for additional
interference links. The topology matrix in Fig. 9 (b) is designed as an example of MTM from the
topology matrix in Fig. 9 (a). The bold elements are inserted properly to satisfy the maximality
of topology in Fig. 9 (b). After transformation, it can be seen that the topology matrix in Fig.
9 (b) satisfies two conditions in Corollary 4 and thus, it is an MTM for DoF 1/3.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced alliance as a set of messages that follows the deconflict of
messages and the coopeartive conflict. Based on alliance, we proposed the alliance construction,
which constructs and relates alliances with mutually partial hostility and generates maximal
topology. Properties of alliance construction were given and the discriminant and transformation
for maximal topology were also proposed. Moreover, we convert alliance construction based on
message graph into topology matrix in order to analyze the maximality of topology easily. The
sufficient and necessary conditions for MTM was delivered and the discriminant of MTM and
the transformation of non-MTM into MTM were also proposed. Furthermore, we generalized the
alliance construction with generalized sub-alliances dealing with interference channels for DoF
1/n. The generalized alliance construction was represented in matrix form and the conditions of
MTM for DoF 1
n
were described.
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